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Link to these slides
Quick demo of the University Library Website
Research Guide summarizes and reviews much of today's content!
See also: “Searching Databases” module in Canvas site for a basic intro
**Activity Guidelines:**

1. You’ll be assigned a breakout group and a topic/question
2. 15 minutes group time
   a. Brainstorm relevant subtopics or related topics
   b. Brainstorm additional keywords that might help refine or expand your search
   c. Try to re-state or re-frame your assigned research question
3. Report out to large group for discussion (20-25 minutes)

**Practice Questions:**

**Question 1:** What is the impact of school or academic libraries on student learning?

**Question 2:** What is the role of libraries in the era of “fake news”?

**Question 3:** Are senior citizens able to find high-quality health information online?
Thank you! Please be in touch!

Rebecca Welzenbach | rwelzenb@umich.edu